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A et. In this paper a formal definition of S-communication complexity based on the idea of 
Aho, Ullman and Yanakakis [On notions of information transfer in VLSI circuits, ti t4rh Ann. 
ACMSTDC (1983) 133-1391 is given, and its properties are compared with the original communi- 
cation complexity. The basic advantages of S-communication complexity presented here are the 
following Wo: 
(1) S-communication complexity provides the strongest lower bound n(n*) on AT* of VLSI 
circuits in most cases in which the communication complexity grants only constant lower bounds 
on AT*; 
(2) proving lower bounds for S-communication complexity is technically not so hard as 
obtaining lower bounds for communication complexity. 
Further, the hierarchy of S-communication complexity is established, and a similar relation 
between determinism and nondeterminism asfor communication complexity isproved. Using the 
S-communication complexity, new a( n*) lower bounds for language recognition on AT* of VLSI 
circuits are obtained. The hardness of algorithmically deters! &ng the S-communication com- 
plexity of a given Boolean formula, and other properties of S-communication complexity are 
studied. 
Suppose that a language L s (0, l)* must be recognized by two distant computers. 
Each computer eceives half of the input bits, and the computation proceeds using 
some protocols for communication between the two computers. The minimum 
number of bits that have to be exchanged in o er to successfully recognize Ln 
{0, l}“, minimized over all partitions of the input bits into two equal parts, and 
considered as a function of n, is called the communication compler :y of L. 
This communication complexity model for language recognition was introduced 
by Papadimitriou and Sipser [lo]. The motivation for this complexity sure is 
that it provides a direct lower bound for the area-time-squared product of any 
chip that recognizes L [12]. This connection was pointed out in IQ 131, too. The 
communication complexity was studied in several papers [2-7, 9, 10, 151, and a 
closely related model where the partition of the input is fixed was studied in [ I,$, 
131. 
The lower boun technique for VLSI based on communicatio 
seems to be the m t successful one in provi lower bounds o 
So this was the reason to try and improve the a on the communication 
complexity in 123. Before we introduce we point out two drawbacks 
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(1) There are very hard problems (ianguages) that can be solved (recognized) 
within constant communication complexity. So, using this technique, no “reason- 
able” lower bound on AT* can be obtained in these cases. It is known [7] that very 
hard languages (for example nonrecursive) according to the Chomsky hierarchy 
can be constructed which are recognized within zero communication complexity. 
(2) It is very hard to prove nontrivial ower bounds on communication complexity 
for the recognition of specific languages. It holds even in such cases where it seems 
to be obvious that a high communication complexity is required. 
We shall try to show the background of these drawbacks. Let us consider a 
problem consisting of a constant number of subproblems with disjoint input vari- 
ables. Let some of these subproblems require linear (maximal) communication 
complexity, and let small (constant, for example) communication complexity suffice 
to obtain the solution of the problem in the case that the solutions of the subproblems 
are known. Teen, if we take a partition of input bits that gives the input bits of 
some s&problems to the first amputer and the input bits of additional subproblems 
to the second computer, the problem can be solved with small (constant) communica- 
tion complexity. On the other hand the solution of the p cm can require AT2 = 
iI( A special case of this consideration is the following way in which a problem 
with zero communication complexity can be constructed from a problem with linear 
communication complexity without decreasing the complexity AT*. We take a 
problem A with linear communication complexity and define a problem 61 that 
differs from A only in the following fact. B has some new input variables and the 
solution of B is ind endent of these additional variables (for the formal construction 
see [7]). Giving riginal variables to the first computer and the additional ones 
to the second computer we see that B can be computed within zero communication 
complexity. 
Now, let us consider the second drawback of the communication CoKlplexity. Let 
C be a problem de ding on two sets of input variables X and Y, but in another 
way on X than on There are cases for which, for partitions which divide the 
input bits such that X is divided on two equal-sided parts, the proof for the lower 
unication complexity is not very hard. But, for additional 
and Y in another way, the proof can be much harder. 
We shall define the S-communication complexity based on the idea of Aho, 
Ullman and Van s 123 that overcomes the above introduced drawbacks of the 
original communication complexity. Let A be a problem with the set of input 
variables X, and let Y G X We define the communication complexity according to 
Y as the minimum over all partitions of X which divide Y into two equal-sided 
parts, It means that the partition of input variables from X - Y is arbitrary (for 
example, al1 variables from - Y can be given to one computer). There is no doubt 
(see the original concept o SI theory in 1121) that r each subset of Y of X, 
munication complexity according to e lower bound for 
e maximum taken over 
all subsets Y of 
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The paper is divided as follows. Section 2 gives the formal definition of S- 
communication complexity. The basic results concerning the relation between 
communication complexity and S-communication complexity are presented in 
Section 3. For example, it is proved that &most all oolean functions with sublinear 
communication complexity require linear S-communication complexity. The basic 
hierarchy of S-communication complexity, the exponential gap between determinis- 
tic and nondeterministic versions, and an exponential gap between (
and (k + 1).round versions of S-communication complexity are established in Section 
4. Some linear lower bounds on S-communication complexity for the recognition 
of specific languages (“string matching”, for instance) are proved in Section 5. 
Section 6 is devoted to the hardness of the problem of algorithmically determining 
the S-communication complexitjr of a given Boolean formula. It is shown that to 
decide, for a Boolean formula g, whether the S-communication complexity of g is 
nonzero is an NP-complete problem. The paper is concluded with Section 7, where 
some open problems and motivations for further research are formulated. 
2. Definitions 
Let lV denote the set of positive integers, and lY1, for a set Y, the number of 
elements in Y. Let h : (0, 1)” + 10, 1) be a Boolean function of n variables 
x19 x2, . . . . x,,andX={xl,x2,...,x~}. 
A protocol on n inputs from X is a triple 0, = ( Y, II, @), where 
(a) YcX, and IYI =r+s, where r,s~N and s-lsr~s. 
(b) lI is a partition of X = {xl, x2, . . . . , x,,} into two disjoint sets SI and Sn such 
that l&l = m, lSnl = k for some m, k E N, m + k = n; SI contains r variables from Y 
and Su contains s variables from Y. (Intuitively, Si (S,,) contains the input variables 
of the first (second) computer.) 
(c) @ is a function from (0, 1)” x (0, 1, $}* u (0, l}k >< (0, 1, $}* to (0, I}’ u (0, ii) 
with the following pre&-freeness property (assuring that the messages exchanged 
between the two computers are self-delimiting, and no extra “end of transmission” 
symbol is required): for a given string c E (0, 1, $}* and two different y, y’ E (0, I}” 
((0, l}&), @(y, c) is not a proper prefix of @(y’, c). 
A computation of 0, on input x E (0, 1)” is a string c = c,$c,$ . . . $c~$c~+~, where 
kN, cl,..., ck E (0, l}*, &+I E (6, i}, and such that, for each integer I,Os I< k, We 
have 
(1) if I is odd, then cl+1 = @(x1, c,$c,% . . . $c,), where x1 is the input x restricted 
to the set S1; and 
(2) if 2 is even, then cl+1 = @(x,~, c,$c,$ . . . $q), where xx1 is the input x restricte 
to the set Sn. 
Clearly, D,, is a deterministic device because there is exactly one corn 
say t oolean function h : (0, 11” + 
for each x E (0, l}“, the computation of 0, on input x is always finite and ends with 
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i iff h(x) = 1. In what follows we shall say that a computation is 
ing) if it ends with ‘i (6). 
ting (unaccept- 
The length of a computation c is the total length o ‘S 
and the final 6/l). The communication complied@ )3 
is the maximum of the lengths of all computations of 0,. 
Further we define SC( J& Y) .= min{SC( Y, il, @) 1 the prot 
h}, and the S-communication c mplexity of h as SC(h 
Clearly, the communication c mplexty of h introduced 
Let LG (0, 1)’ be a language. We can define an infi 
functions (h,( L)}rxl (hj( L) is a Boolean function from (0, ly'+ (0, I} for any j EN) 
such that 
x=x92... x+Ln{O,l~ if]E hj(X1,...,%)=1. 
Let 9 = (DJ:x, be a sequence of protocols. We say that 9 recognizes L if, for each 
n, Dn computes the function hJL). 
Letf be a function from N to N such that 1 ~f( n) G fn We say that L is recognizable 
within S-communication c mpkxity f, LE SCOkM(_#, if there exists a sequence of 
protocols 9~ = {Da}:& = {(Y,, & @J}r=l, where { Yn}zsl is a sequence of subsets 
of input variables such that SC( h,( L), Y,) = SC( h,( L)) for any n E N, recognizing 
LsuchthatSC(D,)sf( )( n or, what is the same, if SC( h,( L)) gf(n)). Let COMM(f) 
denote the family of languages recognized within communication complexity f [lo]. 
Now, let us show a simple example to see the meaning of S-communication 
complexity. 
Example 2.1. Let us consider the languages 
L, = {x E 10, I)* I #*(4 = #&)L 
L = by E 10 1)” IIxl= 1~1, and +W = #&) = #I(Y) = &(u)L 
where #&), for a symbol a and a string X, denotes the number of occurrences of 
a in x In [7] it was shown that C( h,,( Ls)) 2 [Iog2nj, and L, E COMM( [log2n j + 1). 
It can be simply seen that a protocol D2” = ({xl, . . . , x~~}, lZ, a), where 
(a) n is the partition of {x1,. . . , x2,,} into S, = {x,, . . . , x,}, and Srl= 
{ &+I 9 l ,XzJ; 
(b) 4Q, E) =b if #&) # #&), @(x, E) = 1 if &,(x) = ##, and @(x, 1) = i (d) 
if #o(x) = #I(X) (#o(x) # e*(x)), 
computes h2,( L2,) within communication complexity 1, i.e., Lzs E COMM( 1). But, 
if we consider the subset of input variables Y = {x, , . . . , x,,}, for any h2J L,,) it can 
be proved (using the same proof technique as in [7]) that SC(h,,(L,,), Y) = 
W~g2n)- 
n what follows, we introduce non 
adimitriou and Sipser [lo] did i 
allow e a relation, as o 
el in the same way as 
finition of protocol we 
refix-freeness pro 
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generalizes to: for y, y’~ (0, ((0, 1)') if (y, c, w) and (y’, c, then w is not 
a proper prefix of w’. The resulting model is called a nondetenninistic protocol For 
a nondeterministic protocol 0, = ( Y, n, @) that computes a function h,, 
NC( Y, n, @) is the maximum of shortest computations on input x taken over all 
inputs x such that h,,(x) = 1. Further, NSC(h, Y), NSC(h), NC(h), NSCO 
and NCOMM(j’) respectively are defined in the same way as SC& Y), SC(h), 
C(h), SCOMM(j’), and COMM(j’) respectively. 
Concluding this section we define k-round protocols in a similar way as they 
were introduced for communication complexity in [IO]. 
Let c=cI$c2$L.$c $c & k.+l be a computation of a protocol D. we say that c has 
k rounds. D is a k-round protocol if all of its computations have at most k rounds. 
For a Boolean function h, 
SCJ h) = m!x f% { C( Y, I?, @) I( Y, l?, Q) is a k-round protocol computing h}, 
. 
analogously, C&(k) can be defined. For a function f from to N, SCOM&(_f) 
(COM&(f)) is the class of all languages that can be recognized by sequences of 
k-round protocols within S-communication (communication) complexity f: 
3. S-communication complexity versus commdcation complexity 
The relation between S-communication complexity and communication com- 
plexity is investigated in this section. The following assertion follows directly from 
the definitions. 
Theorem 3.1. For any Boolean function h and any kc N, C(h) s SC(h), NC(h) s 
MC(h), Ck( h) G SCk( h), ie., for any junction from N to N, SCOMM(f) C_ 
COMM(f), NSCOMM(j’) G NCOMM(f), and SCOMMk(f) c COMM&f). 
Corollary 3.2. There is a language Le SCOMM( [in] - 1). 
Proof. Papadimitriou and Sipser [lo] proved that there is a language LE! 
COMM( l&J -1). Cl 
NOW, we shall show the first difference between S-communication complexity 
and communication complexity. Let f: N + N be a function such that 1 s f (n) G [$I. 
It was proved in [S] that each language L such that, for all n E wi, h,(L) depends 
only on iinj +f(n) variables can be recognized within communication complexity 
f(n). In [lo] it was shown that almost all Boolean functions depending on L$+z] + f(n) 
variables require communication complexity f(n). Now we shall show that this is 
not true for S-communication complexity. Let, for a g IN + WI, 1 G g(n) s n, Sn (g) 
denote the set of all Boolean functions of n variables depending exactly on g(n) 
variables. 
Loolean funEtions 
+ N be a function such that 1 c f (n) G n. Then, for almost aN 
h 9&f), SC(h) l$_f(n)] . 
f. First, we show that SC(h) s 1_5f(n)J for all h E 9m($)e Let 
be the set of variables of h, and let h depend only on th riables from Y = 
(v t ,..., Ys}cX, where s=f(n). Let 2 be a subset of X. shall construct a 
protocol Dn = (2, II, @) such that D, computes h and SC(k),) s 4s. Let 12 n Yl = b s 
s. Obviously, we can choose lI in such a way that Sr involves at most a s [is] 
variables from Y. So Qz can be defined as a function that sends these a binary values 
of variables from &n Y from the first computer to the second computer. Now, the 
second computer has values of all variables from Y, and it can compute the output 
value. Clearly, SC(Z, lI, @) = a s es]. 
Now we have to show that, for almost all h E P”(f), SC(h) 2 [-v(n)] holds. To 
prove this we need the following assertion. 
Let h : (0, 1)" + (4 1) depend exactly on s variables in Y = {yl , . . . , y2> G X from l
the set of variables X = {x,, . . . , x, j, and let h’: (0, 1)" + (0, 1) be the Boolean 
function obtained from h by deleting the variables from X - Y that have no influence 
on the output values of 41. Then C( h’) s SC(h). 
We prove it by contradiction. Let there be a Boolean function h such that 
C( h’) > SC{ h). So, there is a protocol D,, = ( Y, I&,, @,,) computing h such that 
SC( 0,) s SC(h). Now, it is a simple exercise to construct a protocol 0; = 
(Y, I?“, @L) computing h, where @L does not depend on the input variables from 
X - Y. If @a gives two different communications for two arguments differing in the 
input variables from X - Y only, it is sufkient for @k to use only one of these two 
communications. Clearly, SC(D,) = SC( Dk). Now we can construct a protocol 
Q = (Y, II.., @J computing h’ in the following way. IIs divides Y in the same way 
as fin and @s differs from @L only in that the arguments of G$ do not include the 
values of the variables from X - Y. Obviously, 
C(h’)~C(D,)=SC(D,)=SC(D;)=SC(D,)~SC(h), 
which is a contradiction. 
In the proof of Theorem 1 in [lo] it is proved (note that the following result is 
not explicitly stated in any assertion of [IO]) that 
tends with an exponential speed to zero. So, we obtain 
lirn Kh~%~f(n))lSC(h)~ 19wl -‘)I+ 
n-m l%(fW -- l 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. Cl 
3.4. Foranyfunctionf:N+N, l<f(n)&-1, and any kEt’+J: 
SC0 k(fb))sCo k(f b)), 
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f. In [S] it is claimed that each 0, E 
max{O, f (n) - l$aj + 1) one-round communicatio 
we have 
1 x is a string of (7) 
bits representing the upper triangle of the adjacency matrix of an undirected graph 
of m vertices containing a triangle, m EN}, and L2, = {xy E {0,1}*11~~1= lyt = (T), 
m EN, x, y E LA}. It was shown in [IO] that LA requires linear communication 
complexity. 
Theorem 3.5. Lza E COMM1( 1) and Lza e SCOMM(o(n)). 
Proof. To prove Lz6 E COMMI(l) it suffices to consider the sequence of protocols 
9 = {Dn)z=,, where 0, = (X, I& @), X is the set of all n input variables, n gives 
the first half of the input bits into S,, and the second one into Su , and 4p is defined 
as follows: 
@(x,&)=1 if XE&, @(x&=6 if xELA, 
@(q i)=i if XE Lb, @(x, l)=b if xfZ LA. 
To prove SC( h,( L&) = Q(n), we consider Y C_ X such that Y involves the first 
half of the input variables. So, all partitions in prcrocols (Y, fl, @) have to give one 
half of input bits from Y to the first compa:ter, and the second (additional) half to 
the second computer. Using the same technique as in the proof of LA ti COMM(o( n)) 
in [lo] one can simply prove SC( Y, h,(&)) = 52(n). Cl 
c3, Basic properties of S-communication complexity 
In this section we shall present some basic properties of S-communication com- 
plexity which are in most cases the same as the properties of the original communica- 
tion complexity model. First, we are going to show the same hierarchy results as 
established for the original communication complexity in [lo]. 
Theorem4.1. Foranyk~N,and_forallfunctionsf:N~Nsuchthatlcf(n)~ [$]-I, 
M(f(n-l)@CO (f(n)) 
and 
k(f(n)-l)sSCO isf (4). 
In Theorem 3.3 it was claimed that almost 
(2/(n)) have the properties SC,(k) s f( n) and S 
Now3 we are going to investi 
determinism in the S-communication ccmple 
in [lo] we shall obtain the anal 
complexity. 
2, Forallf: such 
f. Let 0, = (Y, lZs @) be a nondeterministic protocol such that NSC( Y, l?I, @) = 
f(n). We list all d G pf”” camp irr lexicographic order. Then we 
consider a deterministic protocol , where @‘(x, E) is a string of length 
4 where the ith bit is 1 valid computation from the first 
computer’s point of view. It can easily be seen that the second computer has enough 
information to compute the same function as 0,. 0 
4.3. 7kz~ is a language in NSCOMM,( 1 +log*n) requiring linear S- 
f. Let us consider the 1 age L&. C(h,( LA)) = a(n) was established in [lo], 
nsidering Theorem 3 have SC( h,,( LA)) = n(n). Now, let 0, be a non- 
l(Y,II,@)witharb Y and IX @(x, E) = 
a triangle. Otherwise, 5 E) is the set of the 
which either represent an edge in the subgraph defined by x or represent a pair of 
vertices such that the information of their connection was given to the: second 
computer, and if these two vertices are connected, the graph contains a triangle. Cl 
We have proved an exponential gap between determinism and nondeterminism 
in the S-~mmuni ion complexity model. On the other hand, for the original 
communication complexity, it is known [3] that 
i.e., one additional communication bit increases the computational power more than 
nondeterminism does. This result (not explicitly stated in [3], but involved in the 
proof of eorem 4 of [33) follows from the fact 
3.3 we see t 
An 
So, we conjecture that such a ha 
it and nondeterminism does not hold for S-~rnrnu~ 
oes not mean that there are no 
be more useful than nondete 
result. 
t L=(JsE(O, 1) mod p(“)= 0). In 13) it is proved th 
(f(n)-l)~NSCO f(n)- 1). Now, let us show that 
SCOMM(f(n)). Let Y be any subset of input variables. We choose 17 in su 
way that the first computer eceives the first half of the variables yl ). . . ) ym fro 
Y and the second computer eceives all additional ones. Then, if the first computer 
sends the binary code of the number #&y, . . . y,,,) mod ptn), the second computer 
has sufficient information to decide about the acceptante. Cl 
Now, we investigate k-round protocols. Considering Theorem 4.2 we have 
SCOMM(f(n)) s SCOMM@“)). Using the results of &niS et al. [3] we prove an 
exponential gap between k-rou d and k+2 round protocols. 
Theorem 4.5. For each integer ka2, there is a language LK belonging to 
SCOMMk+l( k logtn) that does not belong to SCOMMk_,( n’/*/36k4(log2n)“). 
Let us consider, for all ke , the languages Lk = { wowI . . . w2~_r 1 m E 
Wi E (0, l}“, and there arejo , . . . ,jk+* such that bin( wii) =ji+l Jo = 0, andjk,, = 2’” - 1) 
introduced in [lo]. A word Lk encodes a digraph of outdegree 1 having a path 
of length k+ 1 from the vertex 0 to the vertex 2” - 1. I%ni~ et al. [3] proved 
Lk e COMMk_,( n’/*/36k4(log2n)‘). Following Theorem 3.1 we have Lk SE 
SCOMMk_l(n’/2/36k4(log2n)3). Now, it is a simple exercise to prove Lk E 
SCOMMk+l( k log2n). 0 
We note that Lk E COMMk( k log2n) [ 101 which implies an exponential gap for 
the original communication complexity model in 131. But, we conjecture that t 
fact Lk E SCOMMk(k log2n) does not hold. 
We prove new lower bounds a(n*) on AT* of VLSI circuits rewg 
specific languages. To do this, we use the S-communization wm~~exity. 
ture that there is no prominent difference betwee 
es an e S-complexity, but 
prove these results using communication complexity (see the ba round of the 
second drawback of the communication complexity in Intro 
Let us consider the following two languages: 
L_={wyu?JE{O, l}*llwl=~y~=lvl=lul=~ RlE 
Y=YI-*Y?n 
and 
if u= z&, v = r&, 
and Irll=i-I for so 
L sm =(wuwvE{o,1}*~2~w~= 
Theorem 5.1. For all n = Sk, k E , sc(h,(L_))+ 
f. Let US consider for any n E N the Boolean function k”(L) as a function of 
four sets of variables W={wlr...,w,J, Y=(yl,...,ym}, U=h,...,t(m), and 
V={v1,..., v,J. We shaIlc show that there is a real constant c =i such that, for all 
l&, and (Pm such that ( W, I&, em) computes k,,( L-), SC( W, IIn, fZ&) a cn holds. We 
prove it by contradiction. 
Let n = 8k for some kdN and let D, = ( W, &, Qin) be a protocol computing 
A,(L_) such that SC(DH)<&=k Let I&, divide X= Wu Yu Uu Vinto SI and 
Su. Without loss of generality we assume that ISu n YI 2 k holds (if it is not true, 
then l&n Yla k holds and the proof can be done in the same way with respect o 
S1 as it will be done with respect o Su in what follows). Let il, iz, . . . , ik and 
j*,j2,..., jk be such numbers that 
c W,,W~r-r wi,lE& and (yi,,Y~, -..,YjJ~~*r- 
Now, we fix the values from Vu U in the following way. For any d E { 1, . . . , k}, 
ud=lifd~{i~ ,..., &},elseud=O.ForanydE{l ,..., k},vd=lifdE{jl ,..., jk), 
else vd=O. Futierweput wa=Ofor b~{i,,...,~~},andy,=Ofor ce(j,,...,jk}. 
LetFIX(a ,,..., ak,b, ,..., bk) denote an input, where, for s = 1,. . . , S wis = a,, 
yjs = b, and the other variables have values as fixed above. Clearly, there are 2k 
different assignments of values al,. . . , ak9 a,, . . . , ak’ to the variables Wi,, . . . , wik, 
Y- h’ . . . , yik such that 
k,(FIX(a,, a2,. . . , ak, al, a2,. . . , ak)) = 1. 
Since the communication complexity of D,, = ( W, I&,, “P,) is bounded by k - 1, there 
are at most 2k-’ diff eren: accepting computations . So there are two assignments 
a,, . . . . Qk,al,-*d& and bl ,..., 6&q ,..., to the variables ws,, . . . , 
*ik 9 Yjg 3 . . . , fik sucl- that t!le fJlowing conditions hold: 
(1) there is an r E { 1, . . . , k} such that ar # b,, 
(2) FIX(a,, l . . , ak, a,, . . . , ak) and FIX&, . . . , bk, b,, . . . , bk) have the same 
Following ( 1) we see that , bk)) = 0, and following (2) 
x(&Z, ,..., t&b1 ,..., bk). 
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.2. For all n = 16k, k E WI, SC( h,( L,,)) * C 
Let us consider, for each n = 116s k E , the Boolean fun&on h,&,) of 
input variables W = {w,, . . . , w,,J and U = {Mu,.  . , usm) that is equal to I for the 
assignments 
w=h, . . . . wm = am, u,=b,,u*=6* ,..., uj,=bfnr 
such that 
a1 . . . a,b,b2 . . .63,,, = a1a2.. . a,6, . . . 6,al.. . am6i+,+l.. . bj,. 
To prove Theorem 5.2 it suffices to show that, for all I& and Gn such that ( W, ZI, @) 
computes h,( L,,), SC( W, JZ,,, @,,) 3 n / 16. We shall prove this fact by contradiction. 
Let, for an n = 16s k E N, a protocol 0, = ( W, &, @,J exist computing h,( L,,) 
such that SC( D,) < n/ 16 = k We can assume that II,, divides W u U into 
Sr={wi~,*=*,w~~,U~,rg~~,~t,} and SII={~,,=~=)W~Z~,US,,~~~,U~~~_~} 
forqz,O~z~3m,andsomel~i, ,..., i2k,jl ,..., j,,srn. 
There is no doubt that there exists an i E { 1, . . . , m} such that either 
I{ if&,..., i+i2k}n{r,,...,rz}l~k 
or 
11 3 i+O1,..., i+j,,) n h, . l . 9 b-z~l s k. 
Now the proof can be completed in the same way as the proof of Theorem 5.1. U 
Corollary 5.3. For each VLSI circuit recognizing L, or L,, AT2 = fl( n2) holds. 
6. The hardness of determining the communication complexity 
In this section we shall deal with the question whether there exists a “reasonable” 
algorithm that, for a given Boolean formula f, computes the S-communication 
complexity of jI It will be shown in a simple way that the determination whether a 
given Boolean formula has nonzero S-communication complexity is Nkomplete. 
Theorem 6.1. The problem of deciding whether a given Boolean formula has nonzero 
S-communication complexity is NP-complete. 
. First, let us show that a Boolean formula f has zero -~mmuni~tion 
exity iff f does not depend on any input variable. If f does not depend on 
any input variable, then f is ogy or the negation of a 
both cases the first computer 
variables. If f depends on a va 
all partitions (see the definition of S-communication 
108 J, Hmti 
complexity) assign x to the second computer. So, the first computer s 
computation cannot compute the output value and the S-communicatio 
is at least 1. 
Now, let us show that the problem considered is in NI? To check whether a given 
Boolean formula f is not a tautology or the negation of a tautology is equivalent 
to check whether there are two different assignment of input values 
that f (u) # f(v). Clearly, in the case that such two inputs u and v exi 
ministic algorithm can guess them. 
Showing that the problem of Boolean formula satisfiability is polynomially trans- 
formable to the problem of determining whether a given Boolean formula has 
nonzero S-communication complexity we complete the proof. Let A be an algorithm 
deciding whether a given Boolean formula has nonzero S-communication com- 
plexity. If A gives an answer “YES”, then f is satisfiable because there is an input 
u such that f( u) = 1. If A gives answer “NO”, then we compute in polynomial time 
the value f(0, 0, . . . , 0). Iff(0, 0, . . . , 0) = 1, then f is satisfiable; if f (0, 0, . . . , @) = 0, 
then f is not satisfiable because f is the negation of a tautology. 0 
The proof of Theorem 6.1 can lead to the supposition that the number of variables 
on which the given Boolean formula depends can be used to obtain a lower bound 
on the S-communication complexity. We dr:aw the reader’s attention to the fact that, 
for each positive integer n, the function Ir,( L) of L = {WV 1 w E (0, l}*} depends on 
all n input variables and SC( h,( L)) = 1. 
In what follows we shall not deal with the problem of deciding, for a given 
Boolean formula f and a natural number S whether SC(f) G k, We only note that 
we conjecture that this problem is PSPACE hard. 
7. Conchsion 
Concluding this paper, some motivation for further research and some open 
problems are given. 
First, we consider the question whether there are problems for which the S- 
communication complexity does not help to obtain a reasonable lower bound on 
AT*. The answer is “yes” and to see why, it suffices to consider the language 
L = (ww 1 w E (0, l}*} for which L E SCQMM( 1) and AT* = sZ( n log2n) (for the proof 
see the following t eorem) for any chip recognizing L Now, one can ask why the 
S-communication complexity sometimes does not help to prove the lower bounds 
on AT*. One of the answers could be that the communication complexity idea 
epicts only the relations between input bits according to the output, but the direct 
connection between the input valu value is not covered in t 
communication co lexity models. how to obtain a lower bou 
is case is given in t 
A new approach to the co ication complexity for VU1 
rem 7.1. Let, for positive integers m S 1, f be a Boolean function ofn ~~able)s 
that depends exactly on m variables. 
AT2#m(log2m -2 log2(log2mj). 
for any VLSI circuit computingf: 
f. Let us consider a VLSI circuit computing f with the property that each 
processor in M has at most two inputs (% is known 1121 that this assumption plays 
no essential role because the number of In uts of any processor ha to be bounded 
by a constant). Let 6 be the number of processors to which at least one of the m 
“essential” input variables off is assigned. Clearly, 
Aab (1) 
because to lay out b processors, one needs an area of at least 6. Since each of these 
b processors has to be connected to the output vertex, we have 
T a log,b. (2) 
The circuit M has to read all m “essential” inputs before computing the output 
value. In any time unit, MI can read at most 26 input values which implies 
T a m/26. (3) 
Using (1) and (3) we obtain 
AT2 a b(mf 2b)2 = m2/4b. (4) 
Now, we shall consider two possibilities. First, let us assume that b s m/(log2m)2. 
Using (4) we obtain AT2 2 m2f 46 2 m(log2m)2f 4. Let b > nrf (log2m)2. Considering 
(3) we have AT23 (bT)T a mT/2 and using (2) we obtain 
AT2a m(log2b)/2 3 m(log2m -2 log2(log2m))/2. Cl 
We note that using the method described in Theorem 7.1 no larger lower bound 
than AT23 m(log2m)2 can be obtained. To see this one can consider the language 
L = {ww 1w = (0, I}*} that can be recognized with AT2 = O(n(log2n)2) onthe binary 
tree with n leaves. Now, the motivation can be formulated as follows. 
Motivation 7.2. Does there exist a language having constant communication com- 
plexity and requiring AT2 greater than n(log2n)2? More general, does there exist 
another reason than the input-output dependence introduced which causes non- 
constant AT2 for a problem with constant communication complexity? 
Cub65 and Waczulik 143 proved for two specific languages with constant communi- 
cation complexity that the union of,these languages requires linear communication 
complexity. The proof of this fact uses 
introduced here. It can be seen to lie i one of the languages with 
constant communication complexity co 
1. Hromk0uiZ 
lem 7.3. Rove a simiiar result as in [4] for S-communication complexity. 
In [7] a simple technique is shown for constructi 
to the Chomskjr hierarchy with zero commumc 
cannot be used for the S-communication complexity. 
rob1 . Which is the relation between S-communication complexity and 
the Chomsky hierarchy? Is there a language with small S-communication complexity 
that is hard according to the Chomsky hierarchy? 
We conclude this paper with formulating some further open problems and motiva- 
tions related to the results presented here. 
II problem 7.5. We have proved an exponential gap between (k - l)-round and 
(k+ I)-round S-communication complexity. Can this result be extended to the 
relation between (k - l)-round and k-round S-communication complexity? We note 
that for the original communication complexity this result was established in 131. 
Open prddem 7.6. Is there a language in SCOMM(f( n)) - NSCOMM(f( n) - 1) for 
any function log+ G f (n) S n? 
Motivation 7.7. Investigate the probabilistic S-communication complexity and its 
relation to the probabilistic ommunication complexity [lo, 151. We have no non- 
trivial lower bound on AT* of probabilistic VLSI circuits computing a specific 
problem. 
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